recycled art
Hubcap owl and wolf
Plastic bottle fish
Plastic transformed
Creature created with scrap metal from a car and motorcycle
Horses made with discarded plastic and computer cables
Animals made with discarded rubber tires
Wall mural created with thousands of wine bottle corks
Small sculpture made of old spoons and forks
Playground guardian made with scrap wood from construction sites
Scrap metal Pegasus
Wreath created with old sheet music
From the 1860’s to the 1920’s, Native American ledger art was created by tribes from the Great Plains who had limited access to paper, so discarded ledger books were used. Many contemporary Native artists continue this art form today.
Christmas tree created with 32,000 plastic bottles
Environmental activists attached giant plastic 6-pack rings to public sculptures around the City of Vancouver, Canada. The images make a bold statement concerning discarded single-use plastics, a continuing problem worldwide.
We invite you to view additional presentations on our website – the more you know, the more you grow!

Freshkills – The Largest Landfill in the World

Death by Plastic – the Great Pacific Garbage Patch

Please Don’t be Trashy!